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VIII. Israeli nuclear forces
SHANNON N . KILE , PHILLIP SCHELL AND HANS M . KRISTENSEN

Israel continues to maintain its long-standing policy of nuclear opacity,
neither officially conﬁrming nor denying that it possesses nuclear
weapons.1 However, Israel is widely believed to have used the heavy-water
research reactor at the Negev Nuclear Research Center, near Dimona, to
produce plutonium for a nuclear weapon arsenal. There is little publicly
available information about the Dimona reactor’s operating history.
According to one estimate, it could have produced 690–950 kilograms of
weapon-grade plutonium as of 2011 (see section X below). Only part of this
plutonium may have been used to produce weapons.
It is estimated here that Israel has approximately 80 intact nuclear
weapons, of which 50 are warheads for delivery by ballistic missiles and the
remainder are bombs for delivery by aircraft (see table 7.9). Israel may have
produced non-strategic nuclear weapons, including artillery shells and
atomic demolition munitions, but this has never been conﬁrmed.
Israel continues to develop advanced long-range ballistic missiles capable
of delivering nuclear warheads. On 2 November 2011 it conducted a test
launch of a multi-stage ballistic missile from Palmachim Airbase.2 While
not providing details about the missile, the Israeli Ministry of Defence
stated that the purpose of the launch had been to test the missile’s propulsion system.3 Foreign analysts identiﬁed the missile as most likely being
an improved version of the Jericho III intermediate-range ballistic missile,
which was ﬁrst ﬂight-tested in January 2008.4
There has been considerable speculation that Israel may have developed
a nuclear-capable sea-launched cruise missile for its current ﬂeet of three
Type 800 Dolphin class diesel-electric submarines that were purchased
from Germany.5 Israel has steadfastly denied these reports. Israel has since
purchased from Germany two additional boats of the same class, which
were under construction during 2011 at the Howaldtswerke-Deutsche
Werft AG shipyard, near Kiel.6
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Table 7.9. Israeli nuclear forces, January 2012
Type

Range
(km)a

Payload
(kg)

1 600

5 400

205 aircraft in the inventory; some are believed to be
certiﬁed for nuclear weapon delivery

1 500–
1 800
>4 000

750–
1 000
1 000–
1 300

c. 50 missiles; ﬁrst deployed in 1990; test-launched
on 27 June 2001
Test-launched on 17 Jan. 2008 and 2 Nov 2011; status
unknown

Status

b

Aircraft
F-16A/B/C/D/I
Falcon
Ballistic missilesc
Jericho II
Jericho III

a
Aircraft range is for illustrative purposes only; actual mission range will vary. Missile
payloads may need to be reduced in order to achieve maximum range.
b
Some of Israel’s 25 F-15I aircraft may also have a long-range nuclear delivery role.
c
The Shavit space launch vehicle, if converted to a ballistic missile, could deliver a 775-kg
payload to a distance of 4000 km.
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